
Kenny Likitprakong is
becoming a Californian
wine making legend,
utilising all organic fruit
from parcels up and down
the surf coast of California.
In his urban winery in
Santa Rosa near San Fran,
he makes a galaxy of
wines under a number of
wine labels. Not bad for a
former skater punk that
was once sleeping rough
on beaches (hence the
name of his first label:
HOBO wine company).

The wines are buzzy and
energetic, made without
chemicals or intervention.
The varieties and blends
range from straight
forward to off the wall.
The label art is striking
(directed by the former
head of art for SUBPOP
records). The names are
bananas. The wines are
incredible.

KENNY
LIKITPRAKONG:
HOBO, CAMP,
FOLK MACHINE
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There is no greater proof of climate change than in the
world of wine. It is no longer a problem to ripen fruit,
the hazard now is erratic climatic conditions - and
wildfires (contrary to the former idiot in chief, it is not
about raking the leaves). Kenny says the last 10 years
have been different, the window for picking has
slimmed, if the fruit is ready, you pick immediately.
Over a zoom call you can see the eerie spectre of a
noon sky which is closer to a shade of pale pink with all
of the smoke and fire swirling around. They do not fine
or filter, but as the fires rage and smoke taint becomes
a concern, this may have to change.   

After growing up in a winery, Kenny considered a career as a doctor, film producer
and skateboarder before settling on wine maker. In part a nod to a nomadic past, the
label he established; HOBO is really about the fact he does not own vineyards and is
free to make what he wants and when. He farms about dozens of different plots with
no loyalty to any variety (though he says Gewurtz makes the winery smell
awesome!). Still 100% owned by Kenny and his wife, he has rebuffed the offer of
capital investment. There is an opportunity to scale and to make serious coin but that
aint what its about. Deeply committed the growers he works with and to sustainability
(member of the 1% donating 1% of his gross revenue to envoiromental projects) there
is a constant goal to reduce their footprint. 

Kenny proves that you can do all of this while making savage fucking juice. 
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MULTIPLE PLOTS, ORIGIN & ORION

WILDFIRES & CLIMATE CHANGE



'Avian Science Carignan' got its start as a wine because
they had an idea for a biological diagram of a bird to go
on a wine. White Light is a Velvet Underground
reference. Folk Machine  finds it's origins in California's
folk music heritage, while HOBO is a nod to when
Kenny was sleeping rough on the beach. Apart from the
former art director of SUBPOP records (!), Kenny works
with a large and expanding team to keep the label art
as fun and vibrant as the wine. Like the wine and the
man himself, it is all so effortless and genuine. There is no
massive focus on making cool labels, it just happens.  

There is an incredibly immersive approach to sustainability. Working only with
organic, biodynamic and sustainable crops is one thing. Diving into the world of
alternative packaging like the Bag in Box (BIB) pictured below (a brave move
considering the hangups consumers have on screwcap, never mind BIB!). Kenny has a
3-D approach to decreasing his footprint. He switched to a cork which impacted his
footprint less but caused more faults and corked bottles which as he said, have to be
replaced, so more activity, more waste. It is striking that he says it without bitterness
or frustration at the cost to his business, but in a thoughtful and philosophical way.
There is a genuine ambition to help. To do their part. 
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SUSTAINABILITY

LABEL ART



Whole cluster pressed to two concrete eggs, a stainless
steel tank, and 2 neutral barrels for fermentation, then
left on the lees for malolactic and after until bottling in
March of 2019. Total production in 2019 is 540 cases.

Vegan.

The 2019 was picked over two dates a week apart in
late August at about 19 brix.

The ultimate chameleon grape, I couldn't wait to see what Kenny would do with
Chenin Blanc. From Merritt Island in Clarksburg, it shows California's ripening
capability through its abundant sun and the grapes razor-sharp acidity and
minerality. Lovely texture and balance - first ever California Chenin I have tasted -
we need more. STSWine
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FOLK MACHINE CHENIN BLANC

TECHNICS



The 2020 is 51% Tocai Friulano from Mendocino, 22%
Riesling from Arroyo Seco, 22% Verdelho from Suisun
Valley, 5% Sauvignon Blanc from Potter Valley.
Everything was picked at the beginning of the season
with brix numbers ranging from 19˚ to 21˚. The final
wine is 12.5% alcohol. Each variety was fermented
individually in stainless steel tanks without commercial
yeast and kept at a cool fermentation temperature.
When the fermentation was complete, we filtered the
wine and left it in stainless steel until it was bottled in
May of 2021.

From the cray-cray mind of Kenny Likitaprakong, the former beatnik skater punk,
turned industry-leading low intervention wine maker (beatnik is strong though he was
sleeping rough on the beach at one time, hence one of his wines being called HOBO),
this is a stunning white blend. A galaxy of stuff: Tocai Friulano, Riesling, Verdehlo,
Sauvignon Blanc, all from different regions too. Lightening bolt freshness and intensity
WHITE LIGHT is a racy stunner. STSWine
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FOLK MACHINE WHITE LIGHT 

TECHNICS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62ckXALWn1M


Each lot was brought into the winery separately and
fermented in stainless steel tanks. All fermentation were
uninoculated and malolactics proceeded spontaneously.
The base blend was made in December and the final
blend was made before bottling.

Vegan.

Selection of old Calfornia vineyards and varieties froman
older era of Cali¬fornia. The blend is 60% Redwood
Valley Carignane, 25% Potter Valley Syrah, 11% Arroyo
Seco Grenache, and 4% Redwood Valley Barbera.

Kenny Likitprakong designed Parts & Labor as a California red in the spirit of simple
bistro wines. He changes up the blend every year, this vintage made from Redwood
Valley carignane (50 percent), Potter Valley syrah, Arroyo Seco grenache and
Redwood Valley barbera. He ferments the lots separately, in stainless steel without
adding yeasts, then blends them and ages the wine mostly in steel, some in large and
small barrels. It comes together in fresh, light and frisky red - bright, lovely juice that
hints at cranberries and flowers. It's a clean, savory wine for country pâté. 91
POINTS, WINE AND SPIRITS MAGAZINE
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PARTS & LABOUR RED 

TECHNICS



Like Hobo, the Camp wines employ native
yeasts and malolactic bacterias for the
primary and secondary fermentations without
the use of commercial fermentation aids or
additives. The wines are aged in real oak
barrels and/or stainless steel tanks vs.
alternatives or flavoring agents. Each lot was
fermented separately and the blend was
made in January of 2016. Total production in
2016 was 598 cases.

Vegan.

If anyone orders merlot I’m leaving, I am not drinking any fucking merlot! The movie
Sideways, sent Merlot sales in California into an absolute tailspin. Myles’ special wine
he drinks at the end, Cheval Blanc contains Merlot be the way (I will see your
pretentious and raise you a complete wa&*er, Myles). I like to imagine that this only
sharpened Litikaprong’s appetite to make a varietal Merlot. As withall of his wines, it
is organically farmed and aged in neutral oak. He seems to manage to tow the line
between serious and delicious here, with beautiful blue and black fruit and some
spicecake before a racy finish. This is a deadly BBQ wine. STSWine.
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CAMP MERLOT

TECHNICS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXXDC5FarhE


This Cabernet from Sonoma County features purple tinged cassis fruit overlaid with
dried herbs, developing blackcurrant and sweet spice on the finish. DECANTER

Vibrant fruit characters that explode from the glass are backed by hints of tobacco
and chocolate aromas. The 2018 Black’s Station Cabernet Sauvignon shows lovely
flavors of blackberry, boysenberry, cassis and mocha. This classic Cabernet is elegant
and smooth with a rich finish of sweet oak and cocoa. EMPIRE WINE

Fermented in open-tops with native yeasts,
punched down by hand, and gravity racked to
barrels before being aged in 2nd fill oak barrels
for 15 months.

As always, this wine was produced more like a
Pinot more than a Cab. Fermented in open-
tops with native yeasts, punched down by
hand, and racked to barrels before being aged
in 2nd fill French oak barrels for 15 months.
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HOBO CABERNET SAUVIGNON

TECHNICS



A blend of very old vine organically farmed Carignane in Mendocino County. On the
rustic side and reminiscent of old California. KENNY L.

A blend of very old vine organically farmed Carignane in Mendocino County. On the
rustic side and reminiscent of old California. The wine is 100% Carignane from
Redwood Valley, a 50/50 blend of two vineyards, the Lolonis Family Vineyard and
the Martinson Ranch. Both of these vineyards are head-trained and dry-farmed and
extremely old. WINE EMPIRE

Each of the two lots were fermented separately. The
Lolonis was done in open-tops with about 40% whole
cluster and the Martinson was done in closed tank
and all destemmed. They were blended together
post-malolactic.

Vegan.

100% Carignane from Redwood Valley, a 50/50
blend of two vineyards, the Lolonis Family Vineyard
and the Martinson Ranch. Both of these vineyards are
head-trained and dry-farmed and extremely old.
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AVIAN SCIENCE CARIGNANE

TECHNICS


